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Omni-Copyright Statement. This text is a partially self-exemplifying exposition of, & a record of an ongoing self-critique of, the ideas advanced herein. The ‘ideosystem’ behind it is a ‘‘‘m
meta-dynamical’’’/‘‘‘m
meta-evolving’’’ conceptual object. The time sequence of changes in the form/content of this text is predicted to be both
an illustration and an instantiation of the ‘m
meta-model’ of ‘[ideo-]ontological meta-dynamics’ that this text explores, as well as of the ‘homeomorphic defect’ of that
‘m
meta-model’. We expect that successive editions of this document will document an ‘ideo-onto-dynamasis’ rather than an ‘ideo-onto-stasis’, a ‘m
meta-evolving ideoontology’; a ‘multi-m
meta-ontic, multi-m
meta-monadic ideo-cumulum’; an expanding, and ever ‘‘‘thickening’’’, increasingly ‘inter- & intra-connected’, ‘‘‘inter-acted’’’
network of ‘inter-implicatory’, ‘inter-determinate’, ‘inter-generative’ ideas, elaborated upon a mounting count of ‘m
meta-finite’, ‘m
meta-fractal’ scales, all exemplifying a
“non-standard”, ‘contra-Boolean logic’; the ontologically dynamical logic of the dialectical “law” of cognition signified by the ‘ideo-ontological’, “p
purely”qualitative, NQ-a
algebraic inequation -- x2

x.

This work is a potential contribution to the collective creative property of the Terran human species: assimilate, disseminate, critique, and surpass at will. The author
seeks hereby to further neither his monetary riches, nor his public power, nor his personal fame. What he wants, money cannot buy. He hopes, with your help, to build a
better self, and to help to do his ‘“infinitesimal”’ part in building a better universe [‘“infinitesimal”’ differences can matter, as nonlinear dynamics demonstrates]. More
monetary wealth will not buy that betterment. More political power cannot impose it. More fame would mainly distract from it. He hopes that you have chosen, or will
choose, to build a better you. He holds that this choice entails the profoundest consequences for one’ss life, as well as for the lives of others. He also holds that such
choices belong to you alone. He wishes to share, with you, the forthcoming conceptual riches. He will rejoice, and he will be compensated, if you teach him in turn,
help him to correct his errors, and thus advance the common-wealth of all beyond this offering. He also requests your forgiveness in the areas of his many
shortcomings, some of which, though determined to strive ceaselessly to overcome them, he will not be able, even in a lifetime, to overcome. The author is not publicly
accessible, but will endeavor to provide private transmittals to you if you indicate publicly, however cryptically -- and he recommends that it be cryptically -- your
desire that he should do so. He wants not that his existence, let alone his ego, should be an impediment to that great reverberating propagation of new cognitions, and of
emerging new kinds of cognition, of which this text is, at best, but an incomplete, imperfect, transitory, and transitional manifestation. He therefore happily foregoes
personal credit, except, of course, to his pseudonym, and, by thus renouncing in advance the [remote] possibility of any notoriety resulting thereby, hopes also to retain
more lifetime for the continuation of this work. Dialectical ideography as set forth and/or as applied herein may be interpreted variously as -(0
0) a dialectical-iideographic language, dialectical mathematics, or mathematics of dialectic, for mathematical «m
mimesis»/‘m
memesis’ of the ‘m
meta-m
monadic’
aufheben» ‘‘‘d
dialectic of Nature’’’ as Totality;
«a
(1
1) a calculus of ‘q
qualo-q
quantitative change’, encompassing an explicit, ideographical arithmetic for the dimensional unit[ie]ss or metrical “m
monads” of classical
“d
dimensional analysis”, and, thereby, ‘semantifying’ the “meaningless” singularities [zero-division-induced, finite-time “infinite” values] of especially the
“u
unsolvable” [in part, because of those very singularities] nonlinear integrodifferential equations and their solution-ffunctions, via their metrical ‘rre-q
qualification’
using those new, explicit ‘m
metrical qualifiers’ of this ‘d
dimensional arithmetic’, concretizing and operationalizing Plato’s «a
arithmoi monadikoi» & Diophantus’s ;
2) an alternative, ‘‘‘o
onto-llogical’’’, contra-B
Boolean algebra;
(2
(3
3) an ideographical, ‘o
onto-d
dynamical’ “symbolic logic” for the state-space/
/control-parameter-space, or ‘state/
/control meta-sspace’ ‘‘‘m
meta-d
dynamics’’’ of
meta-finite’, ‘[self-]conversion-singularity self-b
bifurcation’;
‘m
(4
4) a mathematics for modeling the history of mathematical ideas as well as a [p
psycho]h
historical algebra and arithmetic for modeling the ‘‘‘m
meta-eevolution’’’ of the
sciences generally; an ideography for the [p
psycho]h
history of ideas; an ideography capturing the ‘‘‘m
meta-d
dynamical’’’ logic of conceptual self-iinnovation and selfdevelopment; a ‘p
philosophical algebra’/trans-L
Leibnizian, dialectical «ccharacteristica universalis»; an arithmetic/algebra of innovative conception; of the creative
conceptual process;
(5
5) a rules-ssystem for an ideographical language of qualitative, ontological self-eescalation in concretely self-ttranscending [m
meta-][d
dynamical][ssupern-]ssystems;
(6
6) a generic algorithm for the ‘m
meta’ operation regress; for a trans-H
Hegelian, ‘a
autopoiesic’ version of the «a
aufheben» operation; and for a “[m
meta-]d
dynamical”,
meta-eevolutionary’’’ version of the Russellian/
/Gödelian “logical types hierarchy”;
‘ttemporalized’, diachronic, ‘‘‘m
(7
7) a model for a ‘m
meta-ffractal’, ‘ccontra-C
Cantorian’ theory of [ssub-]ttotalities, of ‘m
meta-ffinite’ arithmetics, and of the “ffoundations” of mathematics;
8) an arithmetic, algebra, geometry, & analysis built upon certain “n
non-sstandard natural numbers”, i.e., upon the ‘G
Gödelian meta-n
natural meta-n
numbers’, a space
(8
of non-M
Musean “h
hypernumbers”, ‘of 2nd degree’, ‘made up out of’ “sstandard”, ‘1
1st degree’ “n
natural numbers”, ‘iinstancing’ those “n
non-sstandard models of 1st
order Peano arithmetic” implied by the 1st-o
order conjunction of Gödel’s completeness & incompleteness theorems, as by the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, yielding
thereby an ‘o
ontologically dynamical’, ‘d
de-P
Parmenideanized’, ‘d
de-iidealisticized’, de-m
mystified actualization of Plato's “a
arithmetic for dialectics”, his ‘‘‘a
assemblages
of ιδεα−«m
monads» or of «ειδε»-u
units’’’ -- his «a
arithmoi ειδεtikoi».
This treatise, in addition to that of ‘iideogramic’, ‘p
pictogramic’, and ‘p
phonogramic’ symbolization, draws also upon the power of neo-mythological, allegorical, and
mythopoeic — that is, of ‘‘‘p
psychohistorical’’’ — symbolization to aid in the conveyance of its most urgent messages. Thus, everything about the Foundation is
symbolic. Not just the Ideographies. Everything. The author leaves it to the reader to decide what about the Foundation is ‘‘‘m
meta-ffiction’’’, versus what is real, as
a test of the reader’ss discernment. Dialectical ideography is, he believes, a humble but potent seed. As with the several non-Euclidean geometries that arose from the
failed attempts to prove the absoluteness of Euclid’s geometry, these non-P
Parmenidean, ‘ccontra-B
Boolean’, and ‘ccontra-C
Cantorian’, ‘‘‘o
onto-llogical’’’ and ‘o
ontodynamical arithmetics’ and their algebras of dialectics may bear fruit for humanity only if germinated through the intra- and inter-p
personal dialogue, and dialectic, of
assimilation, critique, refutation, and supercession. Taking to heart the ideas “graphed”, ‘p
pictographically’, ‘iideographically’, & narratively [‘p
phonogramically’],
herein, can produce profound transformation in the very identity of the person so taking. Panic in response to perception of the early signs of such transformation by
other perceivers of such transformation may elicit, from some of those perceivers, a violent reaction. In particular, intimations, herein, of the ‘m
meta-h
human’ -- ∆h -implications of the ‘ccumulum’ of human[o
oid] [m
meta-]eevolution is profoundly disturbing to some. The author therefore lodges this all-p
persons Omni-Copyright
statement as containing also a countervailing caveat: he recommends that you disseminate the ideas of this document, &/or related ideas of your own discovery, with
careful judgment. Give the friends of humanity a head start vis-à-vis their adversaries. The systems of dialectical ideography glossed herein continue to evolve & to
‘‘‘m
meta-eevolve’’’ rapidly in our research. They burgeon beneath our feet. Dialectics should inculcate humility. “Perfection” is not a final ‘‘‘m
meta-sstate’’’ that can be
finally manifested, but an open-eended, ‘u
uncompleteable’, asymptotic process, moving from greater to lesser imperfection. The author realizes that conceptual
‘h
homeomorphic defect’ is inescapable for cognizing beings such as ourselves. Even at best, one must always be partly wrong. Even at best, one cannot be finally,
completely, & wholly right. One’ss mental constructs cannot ever be the truth, the whole truth, & nothing but the truth. But one may be right enough for one’ss time,
for one’ss moment, for one’ss role, & for one’ss part; right enough to help one’ss contemporaries to live through, & beyond, one’ss time, that they thus, potentially,
might enjoy the privilege, the pain notwithstanding, of a vital [‘llife-fful’] & willing participation in the succeeding epoch of imperfection.
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‘The Hegelian Triadic-Tetradic Succession Rule’ for Seldonian Dialectical Algebras.
by Miguel Detonacciones, for F.E.D. [Standard E.D. edits were applied to this text per the F.E.D. Special Council for Encyclopedia Dialectica.].

Preface. The objective of this vignette is to introduce a new candidate axiom, one whose adoption induces a
new variant of the NQ arithmetic/algebra for dialectic. One version of this candidate axiom appears to us, in
early research, to be aptly applicable to dialectic at the level of individual historical objects, units, «m
monads»,
or ‘‘‘iindividuals’’’. Our earlier-researched variants have been applied mainly to dialectic at the «a
arithmos»
level, i.e., at the ‘‘‘k
kind[ of being]’’’ [o
ontological] category level, from among many the levels potentially
encompassed by our ‘m
meta-P
Platonian’, taxonomic, ‘‘‘ssystematics’’’, ‘‘‘vvertical’’’ “m
moment” of dialectic, e.g.,
monads», to «iinfima species», to subaltern «sspecies», to «g
gene», to
that of the ‘‘‘vvertical’’’ progression from «m
hyper1-«g
gene», to hyper2-«g
gene», etc., etc. Another version of this candidate axiom appears to more
faithfully follow the ‘‘‘ttriadic-ttetradic’’’ principle of dialectical division, or «d
diairesis», as both remarkedupon by Hegel, and as instantiated in the ‘ccategorial-p
progression dialectic’ of his dialectical method of
presentation in his larger «Logik», as in his monumental Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences.

Background. Most of our published applications of the NQ ‘S
Seldonian first arithmetic/algebra for dialectic’
have employed either a ‘D
Dyadic Seldon Function’, or a ‘T
Triadic Seldon Function’, to construct a ‘d
dialectical
meta-m
model’ of a certain Domain, in the form of a ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation’. Key characteristics of such
‘d
dialectical meta-eequations’, and of their ‘«g
gene»-rral’ solutions, are summarized in the image below.
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These applications have ‘«g
gene»-rrally’ been developed for Domains for which the ‘‘‘eevolute’’’ «a
aufheben»
principle of ‘ccumulative ontology’, or of ‘o
ontological cumulation’, held sway, at least ‘p
possibilistically’. For
such Domains, such ‘Seldon-F
Functional dialectical meta-eequations’ can employ either the ‘d
doubleconservation «a
aufheben» evolute product axiom’, or the ‘d
double-cconservation meta-ccatalysis evolute product
axiom’, or the ‘ttriple-cconservation meta-g
genealogical evolute product axiom’, with essentially equivalent
results. This has often worked well for ‘ccategorial-p
progression dialectic’, i.e., for dialectic at the levels of
ontological categories. But dialectic at the level of individual physical-h
historical objects often embodies a
‘‘‘cconvolute’’’, ‘ccontra-eevolute’, principle, in which preceding objects are completely supplanted and
‘eextincted’ by their successor-o
objects. A ‘‘‘cconvolute’’’, ‘n
non-ccumulum’ version of the ‘ttriadic-ttetradic
succession’ candidate axiom appears, in our early research, to provide more apt «m
mimesis», and
‘«m
memesis»’, of such ‘«m
monad»-iic dialectics’.
Moreover, at the levels of ‘ccategorial dialectic’, in the particular case of Hegel’s dialectical, categorial
progression expositions, wherein the ‘‘‘eevolute’’’ principle is observable as operative, and also explicitly
asserted as being operative in his expositions by Hegel, both ‘D
Dyadic Seldon Function meta-eequations’ and
Triadic Seldon Function meta-eequations’, using any of the ‘eevolute product rule’ axioms cited above, seem
‘T
less fitting, in early research, than some of the ‘m
meta-eequations meta-m
models’ constructable via an
‘‘‘eevolute’’’ version of this new, ‘ttriadic-ttetradic succession candidate axiom’.
Hence the time has come, in the unanimous opinions of the F.E.D. General Council, to publicly announce this
promising new development -- beyond the Seldon Functions -- in the Domain of the Seldonian ‘m
mathematics
of dialectics’.
A Note on Notation. The phonetic letter ‘E
E’ represents, in “p
purely”-q
quantitative finite difference algebra,
the operation of forward advance within a sequence of values of a “p
purely”-q
quantitative, finite-d
difference
variable, e.g., E(t) = t+1, and E(xt) = xt+1. Below, we use underscored ‘E
E’ -- E -- in the context of the
Q
“p
p
u
r
e
l
y
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u
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v
e
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to
r
e
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r
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s
e
n
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the
f
o
r
w
a
rd advance operation, the
N
operation of categorial progression, in the “p
purely”-q
qualitative, ontological-ccategorial sense. Please note
also that variables with a single caret “hat” represent category-u
units. Variables with a double caret “hat”
represent ‘u
units of category-u
units’, i.e., the ultimate units, «m
monads», or individuals of the Domain involved.
Introducing The ‘T
Triadic-T
Tetradic Succession Rule’. Hegel wrote, in Part I [The Science of «Logik»] of his omnibus
Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences, as follows, regarding the generic ‘‘‘n
numerology’’’ of the rational
[«vvernunft»] division of contents, or of ‘‘‘ssubject-m
matters’’’, in the “philosophical sciences” -- “Any division is
to be considered genuine when it is determined by the Concept. So genuine division is, first of all, tripartite;
and then, because particularity presents itself as doubled, the division moves on to fourfoldness as well.”
”
[G.W.F. Hegel, The Encyclopedia Logic, translated by T.F. Geraets, W.A. Suchting, and H. S. Harris, Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 1991,
p. 298, §230, Addition [«Zusätze»]].
We of Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica [F.E.D.] in no way wish to claim any Hegelian orthodoxy for
any of our work, let alone to import any of Hegel’s ‘‘‘massive’’’ mystifications into that work. However, we do
call attention, here, to the passage above. We do so because of certain resonances between Hegel’s comment,

in that passage, on his version of dialectical «d
diairesis» [ontological-ccategorial division, per Platon], and because of some
recent results of our ongoing research into possible alternative axioms, for Seldonian ‘d
dialectical algebras’,
beyond our classical ‘‘‘Seldon Functions’’’, dyadic & triadic alike, in terms of their efficacy for ‘d
dialectical
meta-m
modeling’.
Those recent results center upon what we have provisionally named ‘T
The Hegelian Triadic-T
Tetradic
Succession Rule’, which is showing signs of more apt ‘d
dialectical meta-m
modeling’ with regard to a certain
super-D
Domain of dialectical instances, both at the ontological-ccategorial level, e.g., at the «sspecies-a
arithmos»
level, and also, with unprecedented efficacy, in our work, at the «m
monadic» level, that of ‘‘‘iindividual
historical objects’’’.
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I have included, here, below, a ‘p
pictogramical/ideogramical/phonogramical’ illustration, in the form of a
new kind of E.D. ‘d
dialectogram’, applied to a particularly relevant case in point: that of the currently
consensus-h
hypothesized ‘ccosmo-h
historical’ genesis of the Earth-M
Moon system, that in which we have our
existence, e.g., at this very moment.

The ‘H
Hegelian Triadic-T
Tetradic Succession Rule’ provides a ‘m
mathematical metaphor’ -- a mathematical,
ideographical «m
mimesis» -- for the ‘m
meta-d
dynamic’ characteristic of processes in which the ‘sself-d
duality’, the
‘iintra-d
duality’, or the ‘eendo-d
duality’ of the «a
arché», ancestor formation of a Domain at length actualizes its
formerly latent potential [for] duality in the form of a [rrelative] ‘eexo-d
duality’.
It actualizes the potential for that ‘iinternal duality’ to manifest as an ‘eexternal duality’ or ‘eexo-d
duality’, an
actualization which also ‘d
dis-eexistentiates’ the «a
arché» formation-m
manifestation.
The resulting manifestation of ‘eexo-d
duality’ is transient, because the externalized duals are mutually
existentially incompatible.
The fruition of that existential incompatibility issues forth as a fourth formation-m
manifestation with respect
to the preceding three -- the «a
arché» manifestation, and then the ‘eexo-d
duals’ pair manifestations.
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That fourth formation-m
manifestation resolves the ‘‘‘-d
duality’’’ -- first ‘eendo’, then, next ‘eexo-’ -- that drove
manifestations. The process of formation of that fourth fruition also, in turn,
the preceding three formation-m
‘d
dis-eexistentiates’ the ‘eexo-d
dual’ pair of existential incompatibles.
Of course, for many Domains, apt ‘m
meta-m
modeling’ means that the fourth formation-m
manifestation contains
a further, new ‘eendo-d
duality’, with potential, at length actualized, to break out into ‘eexo-d
duality’. And so on.
This ‘m
mathematical metaphor’ potentially fits for processes in which a higher integration, an elevated level or
scale, of richer, more complex unity, can only be achieved by way of the dissolution of an earlier, relatively
simpler, more primitive, undifferentiated unity, e.g., by way of the self-d
differentiation of that ‘‘‘p
primitive
undifferentiated unity’’’, and, in this case, by way of its bifurcation, into two, relatively separated, mutually‘‘‘a
alienated’’’ kinds, or units, which then develop, for a time, in their mutual ‘‘‘a
alienation’’’, until they
achieve a maturity by which their higher re-u
unification and reconciliation can ensue. In the words of Walter
Kaufmann, in his “reinterpretation” of Hegel: “...a totality may have to fall apart before it can be reconstituted
on a higher level.” [Walter Kaufmann, Hegel: A Reinterpretation, Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, 1966, p. 22].
This ‘m
mathematical metaphor’ describes, in a way, the course of a very special game -- another experiencemetaphor in its own right -- that was sometimes called, in my youth, the “Game of Mandalay”, and that is also
known as “the Tower(s) of Brahma”, “the Tower(s) of Hanoi”, and the “Lucas’ Tower(s)”. This game involves
three proximate, parallel, vertical rods, plus a number of disks, of varying diameters, each with a central
“donut hole” to allow it to slide and stack on the rods. The goal of this game is to move the entire stack of
disks from the first, starting rod, say the left-most rod, to the third, ending rod, say the right-most rod, while
following three simple rules of such motion. The 1st ‘“law of motion”’: only one disk can be moved at a
time. The 2nd ‘“law of motion”’: each move must consist of moving the uppermost disk from a ‘left-more’
rod to the next consecutive ‘right-more’ rod, by placing that disk on top of another stack of disks there, or on
an empty rod if that rod is then ‘stackless’. The third ‘“law of motion’’’: No disk may be moved to atop a
smaller-in-diameter disk. The resulting path and pattern for the successful completion of this game is as
follows: at each stage, further advance, further progress toward game-ccompletion, can be achieved only by
disassembling the highest pinnacle of partial completion that has been achieved, up to that stage. Every
monotonically downward-widening stack of disks on the next ‘right-more’ rod must be torn down, undone, in
order to get the next wider disk, so far excluded from that stack, to the bottom of that stack -- until there are
no more wider-in-diameter disks left outside of the stack on the right-most rod; until all of the disks are
stacked in downward-widening order on that rightmost rod.
This ‘m
mathematical metaphor’ also describes, in a way, the legendary ordeal of Milarepa. Per the Tibetan
legend of this ordeal, Milarepa, to atone and heal, spiritually, for and from a mass murder that he had
committed in his youth, was assigned, by his spiritual teacher, Naropa, to a host of seemingly futile and
tediously, ‘Sisypheanly’-rrepetitious tasks. For example, he was instructed to build a high tower out of nearby
boulders. Once the required tower was completed, it was demanded by his teacher that he tear it down, only to
assemble that tower in another location. Once that reassembly was completed, Milarepa was
be told to re-a
again instructed to tear down the tower, and to rebuild it in yet another locale, and so on. The progress from
this progression of doings and undoings, according to this legend, was a subtle and spiritual one, that helped
to yield Milarepa’s enlightenment “in a single lifetime”.
A common thread to these examples is the [supposed] unavailability or inaccessibility of a seemingly direct
route to the advancement sought, so that recourse to one or more iterations of a more circuitous, indirect
approach is requisite, such that this indirection also involves recurrent and even mounting seeming losses or
destructions of all that has been transiently gained in and by each such iteration.
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As an axiom, that can be substituted for axiom §9 of the core axioms of, e.g., the Q axioms-ssystem for the
N

Seldonian ‘F
First Arithmetic for Dialectic’, the formal essence of this ‘H
Hegelian Triadic-T
Tetradic Succession
Rule’ may be formulated as follows --

‘A. If the current ontology-state of the dialectic being mapped mathematically is expressed via a single
dialectical ‘meta-number category-qualifier’ value, call it -qn
-- then the next (E[_]) ‘ontology-state’ of that dialectic is expressed via the ‘non-amalgamative sum’ of the
next two, consecutive, qualitatively distinct dialectical ‘meta-number category-qualifier’ values -E[qn] = sqn + ssqn = qsn + qssn = qn+1 + qn+2
-- wherein s [underscored] denotes the successor function for these dialectical ‘meta-number categoryqualifier values’, and wherein s [‘un-underscored’] denotes the Peano successor function for the Peano
“Natural” Numbers;
B. If the current ‘ontology-state’ of that dialectic is expressed via a ‘non-amalgamative sum’ of two,
consecutive, qualitatively distinct dialectical ‘meta-number category-qualifier’ values -qn+1 + qn+2
-- then the next (E[_]) ‘ontology-state’ of that dialectic is expressed via a single dialectical ‘meta-number
category-qualifier’ value, namely, that value which is the next consecutive value after the value of that
one value of that summed pair of values which bears the larger of the two Peano “Natural” Number
subscripts -E[qn+1 + qn+2] = s[max-ssubscript-ccategory-qualifier(qn+1, qn+2)] = qn+3.’
There is, of course, a way to construe this ‘succession-rule’ as a ‘‘‘product-rule’’’. Such a ‘‘‘product-rule’’’
interpretation might be stated as: ‘Take whatever value you have, representing the ontology-state of a given
stage, and take it to the ‘‘‘ssecond degree’’’, in order to compute the value representing the ontology-state of the
consecutively next stage’. Thus, if your current stage value is o_, then “ssquare” it, e.g., do o_2, to compute
the next stage’s [compound] value, o_2 = (p_ + t_). Then, given that your current stage has now become
(p_ + t_), multiply p_ and t_ together -- p_ × t_ -- to compute the next stage value, p_ × t_ = (›⊕_
[Note that the usage of the phrase “second degree”, here, is loose, unless, e.g., p_ and t_ can be construed as, in
some sense, variables, or “unknowns”, as distinct from “constants”.].
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For a depiction of the generic dialectical progression that arises per this candidate axiom, see also below.

The candidate axiom above represents what we call the ‘cconvolute’ version of the ‘H
Hegelian Triadic-T
Tetradic
Succession Rule’ for dialectical algebras. Per it, all previous ontology uniformly vanishes when each next,
incremental new ontology makes its irruption.
We are also investigating ‘e
evolute’ versions of this candidate axiom, wherein previous ontology is conserved,

at least ‘p
possibilistically’, external to, and coeval with, each ‘n
newly-iirruptant’ increment of ontology.
So far in our research, the ‘cconvolute’ version, given above, appears to work better for applications to the
‘d
dialectical meta-m
modeling’ of the ‘m
meta-d
dynamics’ of individual «m
monads», units, or ‘‘‘h
holons’’’. The
‘eevolute’ versions appear to work better for certain «a
arithmos»-llevel, ‘ccategorial dialectics’.
We plan to keep you posted, from time to time, on the further developments of this research.
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About the Author. Miguel Detonacciones is a recent new member of Foundation Encyclopedia Dialectica
[F.E.D.], an Officer in the F.E.D. Office of Public Liaison, and our most prolific internet ‘commentator’ and
blogger, who has maintained both the ‘F.E.D. Dialectics’ blog, ever since August of 2011, and the
‘C
Capitalism’ss Fatal Flaw and the Way Forward’ blog, ever since November of 2012.
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